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Abstract—Clouds have gained popularity over the years as
they provide on-demand resources without associated long-term
costs. Cloud users often gain superuser access to cloud machines,
which is necessary to customize them to user needs. But superuser
access to a vast amount of resources, without support or oversight
of experienced system administrators, can create fertile ground
for accidental or intentional misuse. Attackers can rent cloud
machines or hijack them from cloud users, and leverage them to
generate unwanted traffic, such as spam and phishing, denial of
service, vulnerability scans, drive-by downloads, etc.

In this paper, we analyze 13 datasets, containing various types
of unwanted traffic, to quantify cloud misbehavior and identify
clouds that most often and most aggressively generate unwanted
traffic. We find that although clouds own only 5.4% of the
routable IPv4 address space (with 94.6% going to non-clouds),
they often generate similar amounts of scans as non-clouds, and
contribute to 22–96% of entries on blocklists. Among /24 prefixes
that send vulnerability scans, a cloud’s /24 prefix is 20–100 times
more aggressive than a non-cloud’s. Among /24 prefixes whose
addresses appear on blocklists, a cloud’s /24 prefix is almost twice
as likely to have its address listed, compared to a non-cloud’s
/24 prefix. Misbehavior is heavy-tailed among both clouds and
non-clouds. There are 25 clouds that contribute 90% of all the
cloud scans, and 10 clouds contribute more than 20% of blocklist
entries from clouds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cloud computing industry has seen a growth of about
200 billion U.S. dollars over the past decade [26]. In this
paper we focus on quantifying misuse of cloud resources for
malicious Interent activity (e.g., sending spam). Clouds may
offer content hosting (e.g. Wordpress) or may rent virtual
machines to customers, giving them the liberty to install and
run their own software and upload their own data (e.g. Amazon
AWS). We focus on the latter category of clouds, since the
ability to install custom software requires superuser access
to machines, and is often necessary for misbehavior. It may
appear that, since clouds charge per usage, the monetary aspect
may deter misuse of their resources. Sadly, this is not so.
Criminals often avoid paying by taking advantage of free trials,
or hijacking legitimate accounts for their own use through
Account Takeover Attacks [30]. Some clouds also willingly
host malicious content or condone misuse [4].

Cloud owners are aware that their machines can be misused,
and many work hard to prevent or detect and stop misuse [1],
[22], [24], [25]. However, these protections can be bypassed
by attackers [43], [49]. There is anecdotal evidence that clouds
generate unwanted traffic in select incidents. For example, in
2014, Amazon AWS EC2 machines were used to launch DDoS
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attacks on a large regional US bank and a Japanese electronics
maker [11], [12]. Further, Zhao et. al [51] observe that cloud
service providers are being preferred by cyber-criminals to
inflict harm on online services at a large scale. Link11 [5] finds
that cloud services from leading providers including Amazon
AWS, Microsoft Azure and Alibaba were used in 25% of all
DDoS attacks in Europe from July 2017 to June 2018. Recent
statistics from Akamai [34] reveal that cloud service providers
account for a significant amount of DDoS traffic. Akamai
points to trends in cloud providers towards greater capacity,
flexibility, and availability as also favorable for misuse. Glazier
et. al [50] mention that cloud hosting providers are being used
as proxy farms by attackers, because they can spin up multiple
virtual instances with different IP addresses and launch widely
distributed attacks in a short period of time. There are many
other documented incidents, e.g., [32], [44]–[46].

A. Contributions

Our paper is the first to systematically analyze and
quantify Internet-wide cloud misbehavior. We rely on 13
diverse datasets: three datasets document unwanted traffic
(vulnerability scans) and ten contain IP addresses or URLs
blocklisted for misbehavior by multiple providers. We classify
all Internet prefixes as cloud or non-cloud using a multi-
pass approach and relying on reverse DNS data, IPinfo.io
prefix classification and manual verification. We then attribute
each misbehavior (scan or appearance on a blocklist) from
our datasets to a cloud or non-cloud, and analyze differences
between clouds and non-clouds.

We find that although clouds own only 5.4% of the
routable IPv4 address space (with 94.6% going to non-
clouds), they generate between 45–55% of all scans in our
datasets and contribute to 22–96% of blocklist entries.

Commensurate with this, we find that an average /24 cloud
prefix scans at a rate that is 20–100 times higher than that
of non-cloud prefixes. Observing the /24 prefixes whose IP
addresses get blocklisted, cloud prefixes appear on blocklists
almost twice the rate of non-cloud prefixes.

Clouds also play a pivotal role in spreading malware
and hosting phishing URLs. They represent 80-96% of 22K
listed entries on phishing and malware blocklists.

There is a heavy tail in both cloud and non-cloud misuse.
Only 25 clouds account for 90% of the cloud-sourced scans,
and 10 clouds account for 20% of the cloud addresses listed in
blocklists. DigitalOcean and OVH are two of the most misused
clouds, with an average rank of 5.3 and 5.8 respectively across
all the 13 datasets we use.



Fig. 1. Identifying Clouds

Fig. 2. Number of cloud prefixes identified from different sources and their
overlaps.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section we define the term “cloud” (Sec. II-A) and
describe how we identify cloud prefixes on the Internet (Sec.
II-B). We also discuss datasets we use to quantify misbehavior
(Sec. III) and define how we measure maliciousness of a prefix
or an organization (Sec. III-D).

A. Cloud Definition

We define a “cloud” as an organization that offers servers
for rent, and allows users to install custom software on
these servers. While there are other organizations that offer
content hosting (e.g Wordpress), we focus on the server-based
definition of a cloud, because the ability to install custom
software is often necessary for misbehavior. For example, this
is necessary for spoofed traffic generation, sending certain
types of scans or hosting malware.

B. Identifying Clouds

Figure 1 outlines our methodology for identifying all /24
prefixes in the Internet that offer server hosting services, and
are thus clouds by our definition. We focus on /24 prefixes
and not entire organizations, because some large organizations
(e.g., Microsoft, Amazon, Google) dedicate only a portion
of their address space to cloud services. We also do not
consider granularity smaller than a /24 prefix, because this
is the smallest address space assigned to an organization by
Regional Internet Registries.

We identify clouds through four methods: (1) reverse DNS
lookup, (2) Alexa and Wikipedia, (3) IPinfo.io services and
(4) Large offenders. Each of these methods provides us with
a list of cloud candidates, and we follow it by our manual
verification of each cloud candidate. We provide more details
in the rest of this section.

Reverse DNS. We use reverse DNS to look up all routable
IPv4 /24 prefixes from September 2019. To identify candidate
cloud prefixes, we look for the keywords, “cloud”, “hosting”,
“host” or ”vps” in the domain name part of the DNS names
for hosts in the given prefix. If any of these terms are present,
we proceed to manually verify if the given domain offers
cloud services. At the end of the verification process, we find
385K /24 cloud prefixes using the reverse DNS approach.
We manually verify 8 K organizations in 69 hours (out of
which 3.1 K are clouds). Some of the clouds we identified
through reverse DNS are upcloud.com, dreamhost.com and
greencloudvps.com.

Alexa and Wikipedia. We identify cloud candidates from
the Alexa listing of Top 500 hosting services [2], [23] and
the Wikipedia’s page of well-known clouds [27]. We again
manually verify each cloud to ensure they offer servers and not
just content hosting. This step adds another 44 K /24 prefixes
to our clouds list. We manually verify 636 organizations in 7
hours (out of which 208 are clouds).

IPinfo.io. The organization, IPinfo.io [36], collects infor-
mation about IP addresses and prefixes. These details include
information about the associated Autonomous System Number
(ASN), AS type, AS domain, geolocation, prefix and prefix
domain and type. AS type and prefix type can belong to one
of the categories: “hosting”, “business”, “isp”, “education” or
“inactive”. AS type and prefix type can be different. Thus,
we rely on prefix type, as being more specific and thus likely
more accurate. IPinfo.io provides information about all the
IP prefixes owned by a given AS. We leverage IPinfo.io in
two ways. First, we collect ASes that have type “hosting”,
and include all their /24 prefixes, with prefix type “hosting”,
in our list of clouds. For example, the AS26481 is associ-
ated with Rebel Hosting (rebelhosting.net) and has its ASN
type “hosting”. So, we add all its /24 prefixes with prefix
type “hosting” to our list of clouds. Second, we collect /24
prefixes whose type is “hosting”, while the AS type may be
different. Such prefixes may correspond to internal hosting,
or to hosting services offered to public. We keep only those
prefixes whose domain name includes “cloud”, “hosting”,
“host” or “vps”. We then manually verify these domains and
add the confirmed prefixes to our cloud list. For example,
the prefix 108.161.147.0/24 associated with m5hosting.com
(M5 Hosting), and ASN AS395831, has AS type “business”,
but has prefix type “hosting”. Its Web page confirms that it
provides server hosting. We manually verify 1 K organizations
in 9 hours (out of which 424 are clouds). Our use of IPinfo.io
adds another 794 K /24 prefixes to our list of clouds. Using
IPinfo.io, we find a total of 4 K clouds.

Large offenders. We collect top 20 organizations that
contribute the most to scans and blocklist entries, for each
dataset. We then manually verify if these organizations are
clouds or non-clouds. If an organization is a cloud we add all
its /24 prefixes to our list of clouds (e.g., hinet.net AS3462,
provides multiple other services along with server hosting).
That adds 47 K /24 prefixes to our list. In some cases the
Web site may offer minimal information, such as a vague
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offer of services and a phone number (e.g., ipvolume.net).
We will include such an organization on the cloud list if its
tendency to participate in misbehavior is documented (e.g., by
badpackets.net or by news articles.

Manual verification. Our manual verification consists of
visit to the Web server of the given organization associated
with a cloud candidate prefix, and examination of offered
services. If the services include one of the following options,
we conclude that the organization is a cloud: dedicated server
hosting, private server hosting, hybrid cloud hosting, virtual
private server hosting, custom server rental or virtual machine
rental. We use Google Translate to translate foreign-language
Web sites into English. If we conclude that the organization
is a cloud, we verify all its prefixes on our candidate list.

In the end, our list of cloud prefixes includes 889 K
unique /24 IP prefixes from 6 K unique organizations, which
contribute to 5.4% of the publicly routable IPv4 address
space [16]. The number of cloud prefixes identified from
different sources and their overlaps are shown in Figure 2.

We attempted to quantify the accuracy of our overall cloud
identification process by randomly selecting 100 organizations
from our list of clouds, and visiting their Web pages for
manual verification. Out of 100, 97 were indeed clouds and
3 were misclassified, containing 13,429 and 4 /24 prefixes
respectively. We thus conclude that our cloud identification
precision is 97% for organizations and 99.97% for prefixes.

Limitations. One limitation of our work is that there is
no ground truth that we could use to evaluate accuracy of
our cloud identification. Another limitation is that our manual
verification may be subjective, since it is performed by a
human, and thus it may in some cases be inaccurate. Further,
if an organization offers both content and server hosting, and
is not added through IPinfo.io source, we add all the hosting
prefixes to our list as we cannot distinguish between them,
based on the information we have. Yet another limitation is that
we may miss some clouds, because our candidate identification
process misses them. Since our manual verification of large
offenders adds 5.33% of the total prefixes to our clouds list we
estimate that our accuracy of candidate identification (without
large offender dataset) is 94.66%. Moreover, as per IPinfo.io,
1%–5% of hosting provider allocations may change every
month and IP address allocations across hosting providers
can change frequently too. However, 9 out of 13 datasets
that we analyze overlap with the time frame when we extract
the prefixes from IPinfo.io, which contributes to 89.31% of
our clouds list. Our list of cloud prefixes is available as
open source [6], and we hope that other researchers can help
improve its accuracy.

III. DATASETS

We work with 13 diverse datasets, which document mis-
behavior. We group these datasets into two major categories
(1) network traces, and (2) IP addresses or URLs listed on
blocklists. Table I summarizes all our datasets.

A. Network Traces

CAIDA real-time network telescope data [19] captures all
traffic to an unused /8 prefix owned by CAIDA. The traffic
to these unassigned addresses (darknet) is unsolicited, and
results from a wide range of events, including scanning
(unwanted traffic looking for vulnerabilities) and backscatter
(replies by the victims of DDoS attacks to randomly spoofed
traffic, including darknet space). We analyze TCP SYN traffic
sent to darknet, because such traffic indicates vulnerability
scanning and it cannot be part of backscatter [48], [31]. We
analyze traffic from March 12, 2020 to April 28, 2020. Each
compressed hourly file is close to 80 GBs, and contains a few
billion packets. The traffic is not anonymized. This dataset can
only be accessed on CAIDA machines, and it is too large to be
processed live in entirety. Instead, we analyze the first twenty
minutes of traffic from each hour, and produce a list of top-10
destination ports. These ports are computed by analyzing 113
archived files, randomly sampled from December 1, 2019 to
February 28, 2020. The port numbers are 22, 23, 80, 81, 443,
3389, 3390, 5222, 8545 and 8080. Our analysis then focuses
only on scans sent to these select port numbers, which enables
us to process CAIDA traces in real time, using Berkeley packet
filters and parallel processes.

Merit network real-time network telescope data [17] also
captures full packet traces, using a /13 dark prefix. We analyze
their data from March 11, 2020 to March 19, 2020. Each
compressed hourly file is close to 2 GBs, and usually contains
fewer than 0.1 billion packets, so we can process it fully. The
traffic is not anonymized and can be analyzed only on Merit’s
machines.

Regional optical network RONX dataset contains sampled
Netflow records from a mid-size US regional network, con-
necting educational, research, government and business insti-
tutions to the Internet. To detect scans, we identify flows with
only TCP SYN flag set. A short flow may thus be misclassified
as a scan, because other packets on this flow are not sampled.
To address this we also, for each source prefix, keep track of
flows that have TCP PSH or TCP ACK flags set, but not TCP
SYN flag. We assume that these flows indicate an established
connection. We then calculate the difference of SYN flows
and PSH/ACK flows. If the difference is positive, we use it as
the estimate of scan flows from the given source prefix. Our
dataset consists of 5-minute long Netflow record collections,
from February 24, 2020 to April 30, 2020. To protect user
privacy, the IP addresses in records are anonymized in a prefix-
preserving manner, using CryptoPAN [9]. With the consent of
RONX operators, we have obtained a list of anonymized and
original /24 prefixes in the dataset, so we could use them to
classify a prefix as cloud or non-cloud.

B. Blocklists
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Blocklists usually represent IP addresses, ASNs or DNS
names that are sources of some observed misbehavior (e.g.,
sending spam). We describe our datasets below. When a
blocklist includes ASN we disaggregate the corresponding
autonomous system into its /24 prefixes and include the
prefixes in our dataset. When a blocklist includes DNS names,
we use DNS queries to obtain corresponding IP addresses
associated and include them in our dataset.

Scamalytics: IP fraud risk lookup tool [35] is known
for maintaining the largest shared anti-fraud database, mainly
dedicated to the online dating industry. It computes the fraud
score for all known IPs, and publishes the top 100 IPs each
month, and their fraud scores. Our dataset includes top 102 IP
addresses for March 2020 and April 2020.

F5 Labs [18] maintains the list of the top 50 malicious
autonomous systems and attacker IPs, which are associated
with 14 million different attacks across the globe. Majority of
these are Web application attacks. Organizations and attacker
IPs are ranked by the number of attacks generated. This dataset
is spread over 90-day period from Aug 2019 to Oct 2019.

BLAG [47] project produces a publicly available master
blocklist [38], obtained by aggregating content from 157
publicly available, popular blocklists. A new master list is
published whenever any of the blocklists updates its contents.
We use the data for the entire 2018 and 2019, separated into
two datasets: 0.5 billion IP addresses in 2018, and 5 billion
IP addresses for 2019 and January 2020.

Google Safe Browsing [14] examines billions of URLs per
day looking for unsafe websites, and publishes their list. We
collected this list from May 8, 2020 to May 16, 2020 from
maltiverse.com [14].

COVID-19 phishing URL’s list from maltiverse.com [7]
contains 239 phishing URLs related to COVID-19 content,
from March 13, 2020 to May 16, 2020.

COVID-19 malicious hostnames/URL’s List from malti-
verse.com [8] contains 9,874 malicious hostnames/URLs from
January 2020 to May 2020 that contain the words “COVID-
19” or “corona” and are known to generate different types of
unwanted traffic.

Openphish [20] maintains the list of autonomous systems
associated with phishing. We collect 54 snapshots, from May
15, 2020 to May 22, 2020, each containing top 10 ASNs
associated with phishing. The unique snippets of the Web page
that we downloaded are available at [21].

Cybercrime Tracker [10] maintains a public list of IP ad-
dresses that are known to spread malware at [10]. We use data
from January 1st, 2019 to May 12th, 2020, which comprised
3,471 IP addresses that spread malwares. This dataset overlaps
with the BLAG dataset.

udger.com [15] maintains a list of known user agent strings,
and also maintains a list of source IPs of known attacks, which
is updated every half an hour. We collected a total of 101
snapshots from this list including a total of 3,030 IP addresses,
on April 13, 2020, and also from May 4, 2020 to May
20, 2020. Attacks include installations of vulnerable versions

of popular web applications, brute-force login attempts, and
floods.

BGP Ranking [3] provides a ranking model to rank the
ASNs from the most malicious ASN to the least malicious
ASN using data from compromised systems and other publicly
available blocklists. We collected the snapshot of Top 100 most
malicious ASNs on August 21st, 2020.

C. Limitations

The darknet datasets can contain spoofed traffic, which may
lead us to misclassify the origin of the scans. We employ
techniques outlined in [37] to identify and remove randomly
spoofed traffic, but these techniques cannot guarantee that
all spoofed traffic is removed. Further, blocklist datasets are
produced using proprietary algorithms, and they may contain
some false positives. We have no way to independently es-
tablish accuracy of the blocklists. However, we believe that
spoofing and false positives are equally likely to affect any
prefix, regardless of whether it belongs to a cloud or a non-
cloud. Thus we expect that spoofing and false positives do
not affect relative comparison between clouds and non-clouds,
which is the focus of our paper.

D. Misbehavior Metrics

We define several measures of misbehavior in this section.
To quantify misbehavior of a /24 prefix in a network trace
dataset, we define mald

scans(t), which is the number of scans
this prefix sends during time t in dataset d. Similarly, we define
mald

bl , which is the number of times the prefix appears on a
given blocklist. To quantify maliciousness of an organization,
we calculate their rank for each dataset, ordered in the decreas-
ing order of their contribution to the dataset (number of scans
or number of appearances on the blocklist). We then report
the average rank for an organization rankavg. As organizations
own address spaces of different sizes, it may seem that an
organization’s likelihood to host misbehaving nodes grows
with its address size. To account for this, we devise another,
normalized measure of maliciousness malorgd

score, as:

malorgd
score =

prefsd · rd

prefstot
(1)

where prefstot is the number of /24 prefixes owned by the given
organization, and prefsd is the number out of these prefixes
that appear in the dataset d. The measure rd is the fraction
of the contribution of this organization to the total scans or
entries in the dataset. We then report average across datasets
– malorgscore

IV. RESULTS

In this section we report our findings from datasets, or-
ganized into findings from network traces and findings from
blocklists. In both categories of datasets, clouds appear 2–100
times more aggressive than non-clouds. We also observe heavy
tail misbehavior from both clouds and non-clouds. Thus, if
defenders focused their efforts on this handful of organizations
they could eliminate most of malicious behaviors.
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Dataset Source Format Description Start Date End Date Size

CAIDA [19] PCAP files Real-Time Network Telescope Data 12-Mar-20 28-Apr-20
80 GBs hourly compressed
files (a few billion packets)

Merit [17] PCAP files Real-Time Network Telescope Data 11-Mar-20 19-Mar-20
2 GBs hourly compressed files
(fewer than 0.1 billion packets)

RONX Anon. Netflow files Live ISP data (all 5-minutes long Netflow records) 24-Feb-20 26-Apr-20 1.15 TB
Scamalytics [35] IP addresses Top 100 monthly IPs with the maximum fraud in online dating 1-Mar-20 30-Apr-20 204 IP addresses
udger.com [15] IP addresses Source IP addresses associated with different attacks 4-May-20 5-May-20 3,030 IP addresses
Cybercrime Tracker [10] IP addresses IPs that spread malwares 1-Jan-19 12-May-20 3,471 IP addresses

Google Safebrowsing [14] URLs Malicious URLs List from maltiverse.com 8-May-20 16-May-20
7,886 URLs (that belong to
non-bogon IPv4 address range)

COVID-19 Hostnames [8] Hostnames / URLs
Malicious hostnames/URLs that contain the word ”COVID-19”/”corona”
and are associated with generating different variants of unwanted traffic 1-Jan-20 16-May-20 9,874 malicious hostnames

COVID-19 Phishing [7] URLs Phishing URLs related to COVID-19 content 13-Mar-20 16-May-20 239 phishing URLs
Openphish [20] ASNs and ASNs Domains Top 10 ASNs associated with phishing 15-May-20 22-May-20 54 snippets of top 10 ASNs
BGP Ranking [3] ASNs Maintains top 100 malicious ASNs 21-Aug-20 21-Aug-20 101 ASNs

BLAG (2018) [47], [38] IP addresses
Publicly available blacklisted IPs list collected daily using 157 popular
blocklists 1-Jan-18 31-Dec-18

0.5 billion IP addresses
(14.5 million unique IPs)

BLAG (2019) [47], [38] IP addresses
Publicly available blacklisted IPs list collected daily using 157 popular
blocklists 1-Jan-19 31-Jan-20 5 billion IP addresses

F5 Labs: Attack Traffic [18] IP addresses / ASNs
Top 50 malicious ASNs and IPs ranked by number of attacks for more
than 14 million attacks globally 1-Aug-19 31-Oct-19 50 ASNs and 50 IPs

TABLE I
DATASETS SUMMARY.

A. Findings from Network Traces

Cloud prefixes are more aggressive than non-cloud
prefixes across trace datasets. The average measure malscans
for a cloud prefix is 20 - 100 times higher than the average
malscans for a non-cloud prefix. Figures 3(a), 3(d) and 3(g)
show the average malscans for CAIDA, Merit and RONX
respectively, for cloud and non-cloud prefixes.

At the same time, the number of /24 prefixes is 30 – 60 times
higher for non-clouds than for clouds. Figures 3(b), 3(e) and
3(h) show the number of /24 prefixes for CAIDA, Merit and
RONX respectively, for clouds and non-clouds.

Although cloud prefixes make only 2-3% of prefixes in the
network trace datasets, total scans per hour from clouds are
similar to scans per hour from non-clouds (the remaining 97–
98% of prefixes). The percentage contribution of unwanted
traffic by clouds and non-clouds stays roughly equal through-
out the full duration of the datasets. Both clouds and non-
clouds contribute about 50% of the scans, as shown in Figures
3(c), 3(f) and 3(i).

We note that in all three datasets, port 8545, associated with
Ethereum, cryptocurrency and e-wallet services, is frequently
scanned by clouds but far less often by non-clouds. Port
8545 contributes to 1.7%, 1.3% and 3.7% of cloud scans in
CAIDA, Merit and RONX datasets, respectively. Conversely
it only contributes to 0.3%, 0.4% and 1% of non-cloud scans,
respectively. This supports an observation that attackers
also misuse clouds for possible monetary gains [13].

Larger clouds seem to be less malicious than smaller
clouds in terms of the total malscans. Figure 5(a) shows
the rankavg of top clouds and non-clouds across Network
Traces datasets. Organizations are ordered by organization-
wise total malscans. There seems to be a slight downward
trend in the number of scans generated per /24 prefix as
we go from smaller to larger organizations. The misbehavior
associated with organization as a whole, i.e. the malorgscore,
is higher for small-sized clouds and non-clouds than for large
clouds. Figure 5(b) shows the rankavg of top clouds and non-
clouds for Network Traces datasets ordered by organization-
wise malorgscore. 90% of these top organizations have fewer
than 10 /24 prefixes.

Misbehavior is heavy-tailed. We also investigate contri-
bution of each organization to the total number of scans

sent by clouds and non-clouds. In all three datasets there is
a heavy-tailed distribution of organization’s contributions, as
shown in Figure 6, i.e., around 25 clouds and 200 non-
clouds, generate 90% of the malicious traffic. Thus if
defenders focused their efforts on these heavy hitters, they
could eliminate a large amount of misbehavior on the Internet.

B. Findings from Blocklists

Figure 4 shows the percentage of contribution to blocklist
entries by clouds and non-clouds in different datasets. Clouds
contribute anywhere from 22% to 96% of entries, in spite
of being only 5.4% of the routable address space.

On the average, the total malbl per cloud is 1.82 times higher
than the total malbl per non-cloud. Thus cloud prefixes are
almost twice as likely to engage in misbehavior that lands
them on a blocklist than non-clouds. Clouds play a vital
role in spreading malware and supporting phishing URLs
as evident from COVID-19 datasets, Openphish Top ASNs,
Google Safe Browsing and Cybercrime Tracker. In each of
these datasets, clouds account for at least 80% of the entries.

Clouds play a vital role in attacks. Around 61% of the
global attacks from the F5 Labs Research dataset originated
from clouds, i.e., 8.6 M out of the14 M attacks. There is
heavy tail in contributions of both clouds and non-clouds to the
blocklists. Figure 6 shows that the top 10 clouds ranked by the
total malbl , account for 20% of the total blocklist entries that
list cloud addresses. Most frequently blocklisted clouds are
OVH and Digital Ocean, shown in Figures 5(c) and 5(d). OVH,
Digital Ocean and Namecheap also have a high malorgscore.

V. RELATED WORK

In addition to news articles mentioned in Section I , there
are research articles examining cloud misbehavior. Zhao et.
al [51] observe that cloud service providers are being preferred
by cyber-criminals to inflict harm on online services at a large
scale. Our findings complement their observations. Vlajic et.
al [49] show that the virtual private servers of cloud providers
are vulnerable to a number of misuse attempts, which involve
the use of IP spoofing. Liao et al. [39], [41] discover that cloud
web hosting services are being used as a platform for long-tail
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) spam attacks, and measure
the effectiveness of these attacks. Liao et. al [40] show
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Fig. 3. Network Traces Datasets

Fig. 4. Percentage of clouds and non-
clouds in the different Network Traces
datasets and Blocklists datasets

Fig. 5. rankavg of top clouds and non-clouds
Fig. 6. Cumulative scans ratio distribution.

that clouds are being used to aid malicious online activities,
as repositories for malicious content. Alrwais et. al [29]
present a study on the BulletProof Hosting ecosystem [4],
reporting 39 K malicious sub-allocations, distributed across
3,200 autonomous systems.Ahmad et al. [28] show that cloud
abuse threats have not been addressed yet. They showcase se-
curity vulnerabilities associated with clouds, provide anecdotal
evidence, and mention some known solutions for different
scenarios. Doelitzscher et al. [33] express concern for cloud
abuse. They present an anomaly detection system for IaaS
clouds based on customers’ usage patterns. Lindemann [42]
highlights the problem of cloud abuse and presents a survey
of possible abuses from seven clouds. All the related works
focus on a limited set of clouds and misbehaviors, while we
study a larger set of clouds and leverage diverse data sources
to systematically analyze and quantify misbehavior.

VI. CONCLUSION

Clouds can be misused, either due to the negligence or
because they explicitly permit misuse. In this paper, we
quantify misbehavior from clouds and measure it in terms
of participation in scanning activities, and being listed on
blocklists. In all of our 13 datasets, cloud prefixes misbehave
much more than non-clouds: they generate 20 – 100 times
more scans and are twice more likely to end on a blocklists.
Clouds also play a vital role in spreading malware and sup-
porting phishing. Some small clouds misbehave more per /24
prefix than larger clouds, which may indicate lack of security
resources, or higher inclination to allow malicious activities.
Both clouds and non-clouds misbehave in heavy-tailed manner.
Top 25 clouds account for 90% of the unwanted scans from
clouds, and 10 clouds contribute more than 20% of blocklisted
cloud addresses. Thus, if efforts are focused on securing these
clouds, Internet attacks can be greatly reduced.
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